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The Oldtimer Katalog is Europe’s biggest and most respected authority for pricing antique 
and collectible automobiles. Now in its 3
presents about 1300 models by more than 150 manufacturers with pictures and technical 
specifications and appeals to any car enthusiast at an attractive price. The cars are valued in 
five conditions from ‘excellent’ to ‘restoration needed’. From big makes such as Audi, Ferrari 
and Mercedes-Benz it also features rare and lesser known brands such as Armstrong
Siddeley, Elva, Gordon-Keeble or Veritas.
 
The current market prices for vintage cars as well as modern 
separate chapter, are used as a standard reference for insurance companies, appraisers, 
restorers, bankers and auction companies. 
 
The prime vintage car pricing source for more than 30 years now!
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is Europe’s biggest and most respected authority for pricing antique 
and collectible automobiles. Now in its 32nd edition this annual price guide to vintage cars 
presents about 1300 models by more than 150 manufacturers with pictures and technical 
specifications and appeals to any car enthusiast at an attractive price. The cars are valued in 

ellent’ to ‘restoration needed’. From big makes such as Audi, Ferrari 
Benz it also features rare and lesser known brands such as Armstrong

Keeble or Veritas. 

The current market prices for vintage cars as well as modern classic cars, featured in a 
separate chapter, are used as a standard reference for insurance companies, appraisers, 
restorers, bankers and auction companies.  

The prime vintage car pricing source for more than 30 years now! 
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